New analysis of rapidly evolving mitochondrial genomes in calcaronean sponges has demonstrated that accurate gene expression requires systematic nucleotide insertion throughout RNA transcripts, altering previous views that RNA editing systems are difficult to maintain in genomes with high mutation rates.
RNA transcripts often require editing, which can include base substitutions or small insertions/deletions, before they are translated into proteins. These and other forms of post-transcriptional modification -particularly intron splicing -are now so familiar that it is easy to forget how surprising they once were to biologists. But the discovery of introns almost 40 years ago led to the now-famous question ''why genes in pieces?'' [1] , and the origin and maintenance of RNA editing systems are equally puzzling from the perspective of evolutionary biology. Why organisms have evolved such seemingly convoluted mechanisms to express their genes has been the subject of great interest and debate. A recent study of mitochondrial gene expression in calcaronean sponges that was performed in the lab of Dennis Lavrov and published in this issue of Current Biology [2] has led to the discovery of a striking new example of RNA editing, with implications for prevailing hypotheses about the evolution of RNA editing.
Other extensive and well-studied examples of RNA editing have also been found in mitochondrial genomes ( Figure 1 ). So called ''pan-editing'' [3] , in which numerous edits across the entire length of a transcript are required to convert an essentially unrecognizable string of nucleotides into a conserved protein-coding sequence, was first discovered in the mitochondrial genomes of trypanosomes [4] . In these single-celled eukaryotes, uridines (Us) are systematically inserted or deleted at specific sites to generate mature mitochondrial transcripts. Extensive RNA editing also occurs in the mitochondria of many land plants [5] . Rather than insertion or deletion of nucleotides, RNA editing in plants involves numerous cytidine-touridine (C-to-U) substitutions. In both of these mitochondrial systems, the specific locations of RNA editing sites along a transcript are largely determined by trans-acting factors. In trypanosomes, mitochondrial genomes contain numerous ''minicircles'', which encode guide RNAs that act as site-specific templates in the RNA editing process [4] . In plant mitochondria, C-to-U RNA editing is mediated by an enormous family of nuclear-encoded pentatricopeptide repeat proteins that recognize RNA sequences according to a recently described binding ''code'' [6] .
The requirements for such complex editing machinery raises fundamental questions about the origin and maintenance of this molecular process. What is the raison d'eˆtre of RNA editing? The proximate answer is surely that the edited forms of the transcript sequences are functionally important, but this does not address the more ultimate question of why these changes are implemented at the RNA level rather than the seemingly simpler solution of encoding them in the DNA sequence of the corresponding genes. The debate over these questions has echoed broader themes in the field of molecular evolution. Some have framed the evolution of RNA editing in an adaptive light, for example, viewing it as an additional means to regulate gene expression and to increase the complexity and diversity of the proteome [7, 8] . In contrast, others have described cases of extensive RNA editing as needlessly complex, non-adaptive byproducts worthy of Rube Goldberg [9] . In fact, the concept now known as constructive neutral evolution [10] , in which molecular complexity arises and spreads without any initial adaptive benefit but then becomes indispensable for cellular function once it is established, was first developed in the context of RNA editing [11] .
If RNA editing does represent an example of constructive neutral evolution, then the pertinent challenge is to identify the conditions under which it is tolerable (rather than assuming there are conditions under which it is beneficial). It has been observed that editing is rare or absent in genomes with high mutation rates [12] [13] [14] , leading to recent hypotheses about the maintenance of RNA editing. In particular, the mutational hazard hypothesis [12] holds that RNA editing is inherently costly because it carries the risk that mutations could alter regulatory sequences, resulting in the loss of necessary editing activity or the unwanted gain of editing at novel sites. Because this cost of editing would be directly proportional to the mutation rate, it follows that pervasive editing could potentially be tolerated in mitochondrial genomes with low mutation rates (e.g., land plants) but not those with high mutation rates (e.g., bilaterian animals).
The recent discovery of mitochondrial pan-editing in calcaronean sponges provides new perspective on the diversity of RNA editing systems. By producing the first mitochondrial genome sequences from this poriferan lineage, Lavrov et al. [2] have reminded us that what is often described as a ''typical'' animal mitochondrial genome (i.e., a circular molecule in the vicinity of 15 kb in size) is only the norm in bilaterian animals [15] . The mitochondrial DNA in calcaronean sponges exists as a set of linear chromosomes, each containing one or a small number of genes. These genomes are also subject to extreme nucleotide substitution rates. High mitochondrial mutation rates are common in eukaryotes including bilaterian animals, but the rapid sequence evolution in calcaronean sponges exceeds even those levels and is in striking contrast with the slow rates observed in placozoans, cnidarians, and some other poriferan lineages [15] . Mitochondrial genes in calcaronean sponges are missing hundreds of nucleotides that must be added posttranscriptionally via U-insertional editing, making them virtually unrecognizable as mitochondrial genes at the DNA level. In contrast to the numerous trans-acting factors required in plant and trypanosome mitochondria, RNA editing in calcaronean sponges appears to be dictated by very simple patterns in the gene sequence. For example, mitochondrial RNA editing in Sycon ciliatum results in the extension of pre-existing poly-U tracts, and the number of inserted nucleotides depends on the length of original poly-U sequence and the identity of upstream bases (Figure 1) .
The persistence of RNA editing in an organism that appears to have such high mitochondrial mutation rates is at odds with the mutational burden hypothesis. In fact, an editing system that depends on detecting simple sequence motifs is precisely the type of genomic complexity that has been hypothesized to be prohibitively maladaptive under extreme mutation rates [12] . Point mutations would readily lead to the gain or loss of these regulatory motifs, resulting in aberrant editing and reading-frame shifts in essential genes.
In light of the findings from calcaronean sponges, renewed scrutiny of the relationship between mutation rates and RNA editing is in order. Previous observations of this relationship have largely focused on organisms with substitutional editing. In such systems, there is a potential alternative role of point mutation in the loss of RNA editing. Namely, the mutations themselves can simply ''overwrite'' RNA editing sites [14, 16] . For example, at a site that undergoes C-to-U RNA editing, a C-to-T substitution in the genomic DNA will eliminate editing. Therefore, in addition to any effects of selection created by mutational hazard, high point mutation rates can directly eliminate substitutional RNA editing. In contrast, overwriting of the U-insertional RNA editing events in calcaronean sponges would require mutations that insert one or more thymidines (Ts) into genomic DNA. Although these mitochondrial genomes are evolving extremely fast at the level of nucleotide substitutions, it is not clear whether they have similarly high insertion rates, especially given that there is a strong mutational bias in most genomes that favors deletions over insertions [17] . Therefore, once insertional editing evolves, it may be difficult to lose even in cases with extremely high point mutation rates. Interestingly, Lavrov et al. [2] identified one species within the calcaronean-sponge clade that no longer performs mitochondrial RNA editing. They attribute this loss to a history of retroprocessing, in which edited RNA sequences are incorporated back into the genome after reverse transcription. An important goal for future investigation will be to assess whether the relationship between mutation rate and RNA editing differs depending on the type of editing (substitutions vs. insertions/deletions).
Such relationships may speak to the maintenance of RNA editing but, by themselves, cannot answer the bigger questions of how editing systems come about in the first place and why mitochondrial genomes are prone to the evolution of pan-editing. Lavrov et al. [2] note that inefficient selection resulting from unusually low effective population size in most calcaronean sponges could potentially reconcile their observations with the mutational hazard hypothesis. In more general terms, the weak and inefficient selection resulting from the small gene content and typically uniparental inheritance of mitochondrial genomes may explain why they repeatedly evolve such extreme, bizarre, and seemingly non-adaptive genome architectures [18] , with the calcaronean sponges serving as a beautiful example. When we look straight at an object, it appears the same as when it is seen from the corner of our eye; however, this stability of visual appearance can collapse if inconspicuous object changes are introduced during eye movements.
Trypanosomes -U insertions and deletions
It may seem natural that an object should look the same whether it is seen in central vision, stimulating the fovea, or peripherally when we look elsewhere in the world. But this apparent stability of the world poses a challenging problem to the visual system, because fovea and periphery rely on very different neural substrates [1, 2] . Fovea and periphery seem nonetheless well calibrated because we can anticipate what how a peripheral object will look like in central vision whenever we perform a fast saccadic eye movement [3, 4] . A new study by Valsecchi and Gegenfurtner [5] , reported in this issue of Current Biology, shows that identical foveal and peripheral objects will start to look different if a small change in object size is systematically introduced whenever we make a saccade.
Different parts of the retina have different distributions of the photoreceptors sensitive to color [1] and central vision has a much finer resolution in the cortex than the periphery [2] . The fact that we are not aware of these differences across our visual field is arguably the strongest visual illusion of all. In fact, it is relatively easy to generate an infinite number of metameric imagesthat is, images that contain large geometric deformations in the periphery but that will look fine and all identical when we fixate the center (Figure 1 ) [6] . The illusion that our visual field is in full color Because vision in the periphery has a worse resolution than in the center, large deformations in the periphery can go unnoticed. When fixating the central red dot, both images will look similar in spite of being very different in the periphery. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Neuroscience [6] , copyright 2011.
